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Ralph Waldo Emerson is one of the most important figures in the history of American thought,
religion, and literature. The vitality of his writings and the unsettling power of his example
continue to influence us more than a hundred years after his death. Now Robert D. Richardson
Jr. brings to life an Emerson very different from the old stereotype of the passionless Sage of
Concord. Drawing on a vast amount of new material, including correspondence among the
Emerson brothers, Richardson gives us a rewarding intellectual biography that is also a portrait
of the whole man.These chapters present a young suitor, a grief-stricken widower, an
affectionate father, and a man with an abiding genius for friendship.The great spokesman for
individualism and self-reliance turns out to have been a good neighbor, an activist citizen, a loyal
brother. Here is an Emerson who knew how to laugh, who was self-doubting as well as self-
reliant, and who became the greatest intellectual adventurer of his age.Richardson has, as
much as possible, let Emerson speak for himself through his published works, his many journals
and notebooks, his letters, his reported conversations. This is not merely a study of Emerson's
writing and his influence on others; it is Emerson's life as he experienced it. We see the failed
minister, the struggling writer, the political reformer, the poetic liberator.The Emerson of this
book not only influenced Thoreau, Fuller, Whitman, Dickinson, and Frost, he also inspired
Nietzsche, William James, Baudelaire, Marcel Proust, Virginia Woolf, and Jorge Luis Borges.
Emerson's timeliness is persistent and striking: his insistence that literature and science are not
separate cultures, his emphasis on the worth of every individual, his respect for
nature.Richardson gives careful attention to the enormous range of Emerson's readings - from
Persian poets to George Sand - and to his many friendships and personal encounters - from
Mary Moody Emerson to the Cherokee chiefs in Boston - evoking both the man and the times in
which he lived. Throughout this book, Emerson's unquenchable vitality reaches across the
decades, and his hold on us endures.

About the AuthorRichard Steinheimer is a master of American railroad photography. His work
has been published in Trains, Railfan, Locomotive and Railway Preservation, and Vintage Rail,
and more than seventy books. He lives in Sacramento, California.Jeff Brouws is a fine art
photographer and part-time writer who has nine books to his credit, authoring five on railroad
photography alone. He has been published in Trains, the NRHS Bulletin and the R&LHS
Quarterly. A book of his own photographs, Approaching Nowhere (also from W. W. Norton) was
published in 2006. His photographs can be found in major institutional collections around the
country including the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Cleveland Museum of Art,
Princeton University Art Museum, Harvard’s Fogg Museum, and the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art.
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Ricardo M., “Excelente estado del libro.. Aunque es usado parece nuevo. Hermoso ejemplar.”

Stanley Turner, “Well worth the time to read…. I picked this work up after reading Richardson’s
“First we Read, Then we Write” book last year, started to read it then life happened, wife had
surgeries etc. and I sat it aside. Picked it up anew at the first of the year and discovered all my
highlights in the first hundred pages I had previously read where just as appropriate. Excellent
biography of Ralph Waldo Emerson, his mind was on Fire. Many highlights and notes throughout
the book, especially on reading and education. Well worth the time to read…Highly
recommended…SLT”

Dr. D. E. McClean, “The Best of the Best. Robert Richardson's biography of Emerson is superb.
Though, as Richardson reminds us, Emerson did not like superlative language when precise
and adequate language would do, it is the case that at times the superlative, the precise and the
adequate converge (as, in fact, they often did in Emerson's writings). Richardson's biography is
indeed superb in its unfolding of Emerson's life -- the loves, the friendships, the losses, the
intellectual and spiritual hunger, the religious quest, the writers in America, in Europe, in Persia
and elsewhere to whom Emerson owed and acknowledged debts, the grasping at and for a
world, the determination of a single, brilliant human being to find his way and to see his life, and
all individual lives, as imbued with the divine and thus worth living.The book is also superbly
written. Each short chapter offers enough substantive insight to urge the reader into the next. It is
a long book, but not long-winded. Richardson provides the reader with some morsel of insight in
a few pages of narrative, and then offers a rest to digest what has been said. His placement of
quotations from Emerson's journals, essays and other works is brilliant, offering the reader a
useful sketch of Emerson's metaphysics and ethics. In my own case, this has allowed time to
reach for other literature more fully descriptive of the events or scenes offered in a particular
chapter, or to reread chunks of Emerson's writings while moving through the biography. The
book is a useful tool not merely for a study of Emerson's life but for a study of Transcendentalism
and of the interplay of ideas across the Atlantic that shaped American thought in so many ways.
One sees more clearly where and how such writers as Nietzsche and Thoreau obtained the
seeds of their own truths from Emerson's works and thoughts.Richardson has set the standard
for the writing of future biographies. Again, simply superb.”

Living Now, “The Value of This Book. In the past, my experience in reading Emerson has been
similar to reading the Tao Te Ching; interesting, non-mainstream in its point of view, puzzling to
understand what exactly it means. So I would pick up the Tao and read it at different times of the
day and different frames of mind, hoping that it would resonate with me, but it never did. Maybe it
was the cultural difference, or the language, or not being able to easily identify with Lao Tzu.
Such had been my experience with Emerson. I wanted to understand him better because what



little I did understand made me want to learn more, but I just couldn't get there.This biographer,
Richardson, really did his homework and any who want to understand Emerson better should
appreciate this work. Emerson kept exhaustive journals and collections of his thoughts for many
years. He read widely and deeply, kept detailed notes, and thoroughly indexed the notes. What
perfect material to access for writing a biography! Apparently Richardson went back and
studied much of the source material that Emerson references in his journals and brings into this
biography an understanding of who Emerson was reading and what it meant to Emerson, so we
receive the pleasure of following along on a journey in the development of a powerful mind. Then
Richardson is able to write about this development so that it is easily readable to us moderns. It's
quite a remarkable achievement."Mind on Fire" shows me that Richardson is certain that
studying Emerson and his message is worthwhile. So much consideration has gone into this
biography that when I laid it down after almost non-stop reading for several days over the
holidays, I felt like I really understood Emerson for the first time, and now have much better
insight. I plan to let this book simmer in my mind a few more months, then pick it up and read it
again.If Richardson could also write something as lucid and detailed to help me understand the
Tao Te Ching, I wouldn't have 10,000 questions about the 10,000 things. ;-)”

Steven A. Smith, “Fascinating biography of Emerson & family & friends.. One of the most
interesting and enlightening books I ever read, and I'm 72.”
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